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What is QWRS232 
 
QWRS232 is a tool to communicate with any device that can communicate via an RS232 port and 
capture the data into Quality Window.  Examples of RS232 devices are: Weight Scales, Torques, 
Barcode Scanners, Titrators, Calipers, etc…  QWRS232 is made up of two programs: 
QWRS232Setup.exe which is used to create a QWRS232 configuration file, and QWRS232.exe which 
is later used within Quality Window, to read the configuration file and capture the RS232 data. 
 
 
QWRS232Setup 
 

Before using QWRS232Setup, make sure your device is connected properly to a valid COM port on 
your computer using the appropriate cable from the manufacturer. When you run QWRS232Setup, the 
following Settings screen will appear: 
 

 
 
Refer to the manual that came with your device and enter the following information: 
 
Port Number: Your computer’s COM port that is connected to the device 
Baud Rate: The device Baud Rate (from 75 to 128000) 
Parity:  Odd, Even, None, Mark, or Space 
Data Bits: The number of data bits used (4 to 8) 
Stop Bits: The number of stop bits used (1, 1.5, or 2) 
Handshaking: Handshaking used (None, XonXoff, RTS, RTSXonXoff) 
Timeout: The number of seconds of idle time to wait for a stream to complete 
 
After entering the above information, click on the General tab at the top. 
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 On the General screen, enter the following information: 
 
Device Name: Give your device a descriptive name 
Init String: Some devices require an initialization string to be sent to it when opening the port 
  If you require one, enter it here (can also be mixed text and Hex values) 
Send String: Some devices allow you to send a string to command it to return its current value 

In the example above, the Mettler scale requires an ‘S’ command followed by a CR + 
LF. Note the $0D and $0A which represents the hex values for CR and LF respectively. 
Some devices accept no commands, in which case they may provide a ‘Print/Send’ key 
on the device that manually tells the device to transmit the data – in this case leave 
this property blank. 

Reset String: Some devices require a string to be sent when closing the port. 
  If you require one, enter it here (can also be mixed text and Hex values) 
Auto Send: Automatically transmits the Send String 
  Not all devices support this mode, generally left Off. 
Auto Accept: Automatically accepts the received value. 
  If Off, the user will have to manually accept each entry. 
Advanced: Turning this flag On will display the transmitted data from the device in a small 

window within QWRS232. This is generally turned On to help the user see the 
transmissions, and for debugging purposes. 

Min. Samples: The minimum number of samples to be taken before the user can exit the program. 
Max. Samples: The maximum number of samples to be taken. If you wish to collect 3 weights, and all 

3 weights must be entered before returning to Quality Window, you would set Min to 
3 and Max to 3. If you wanted to collect a maximum of 3 weights, but the number of 
weights collected is optional, then you would set Min to 0 and Max to 3. 

Instructions: These are operator instructions that will appear on the QWRS232 screen during 
collection. You can use the ‘|’ character to force line breaks. 

 
After entering the above information, click on the OK button to continue. 
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At this stage, we are ready to test our communication to the device. Ready your device (ie place a 
weight on the scale) and then press the Send button to transmit the command to the device and 
hopefully return back a transmission string (If your device uses a Print key, then press on this Print key 
to transmit the data). If you get an error, or do not receive any string, then most likely one of your 
device settings is not set properly. Correct your settings until you see a screen similar to this, with the 
transmitted data in the lower part of the screen: 
 

 This is the exact string of text that the device is sending back to you. In the example above, the weight 
of 1.149 is displayed, along with other characters, followed by a trailing CR and LF. Note that the last 2 
rows are displaying the same characters but in Hex format (read vertically). The object of this screen is 
to then create a field that will consistently parse out the weight value from the string. Click on the little 
page icon at the top to create a new field. 
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 Now enter the following information to describe the field: 
 
Name:  Give your field a descriptive name  ie Weight 
Field Type: If your field value is Numeric, then select Numeric 
Required: Check this box if the field must be present in the string 
Max Value: Enter the Maximum value that you should accept in this field 
Min Value: Enter the Minimum value that you should accept in this field 
Absolute/Relative:  Choose Absolute if the value for the field is always in the exact same location. 

 
 Choose Relative if the value is always relative to a certain text in the string. 
 

In this example, we will choose Absolute. Now we need to highlight the text we want 
to capture in the string. Do this by clicking the mouse at the beginning of your text, 
holding it down and dragging to the end of your text. In the example we highlighted 
the text ‘1.419’. This means that no matter what weight is sent back, we will capture 
the value contained in that exact location. At this stage, you can place another object 
on the scale and press the Send button to check if your desired text is still being 
highlighted. 

 
Note that some devices return multiple values in a single transmission string  ie a 
Batch Number and a Weight. To capture more than one value, you can create a new 
field for each value required. Also, you can intermix Absolute and Relative capture 
modes for each of the fields.  In our example, we only want to capture a single weight 
from a transmission string, but we want to take up to 3 samples. 
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Using Relative Mode in QWRS232Setup 
As we saw earlier, we can define fields as either being Absolute or Relative.  Relative mode is 
generally used when the exact position of the value string varies from one collection to 
another. In this case, we need to specify an anchor point (a string constant where the data 
value is always relative to it by a certain amount of characters).  We will show you the same 
example now, but using Relative mode: 
Switch to Relative mode by clicking on the Relative tab: 

 
Notice the radio button next to the ‘Find Text’ entry, and another radio button next to the 
Offset. With the radio button next to Find Text selected, click on the ‘g’ in the string to 
highlight it as being the anchor text. Now click on the radio button next to Offset, and then 
highlight your data value (ie 1.469). This is telling the program that whenever a data stream 
comes in, look for the first occurrence of the text ‘g’, and then go back 6 characters (hence the 
offset of -6), and then pick up the next 5 characters (Length of 5) to be used as your value.  To 
get the same results, we could have selected the decimal ‘.’ as the Find Text, and use an Offset 
of -1, and a Length of 5.  Use whatever scheme makes sense and is consistent for you. 
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At this stage, we are done defining the device and ready to save the configuration to be used in Quality 
Window. Click on File | Save As…   and give the file a meaningful name and save into the same folder 
where your Quality Window application will be stored.  In our example we will save the file as 
Mettler.INI 

 
Preparing the Quality Window Application 
 

Now go into QWSetup and open your Quality Window application that will be used to collect 
and store the device information. 
 

 
 
Under Application Settings, highlight the row Batch File to Execute and enter: 
C:\Busitech\QW50\QWRS232.exe C:\Busitech\RS232\Mettler.INI 
The first part of the statement represents the location of QWRS232.exe and the second part is 
the path and name of the QWRS232 configuration file you created and saved earlier. 
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Preparing the Variables in Quality Window 
 

Now click on Variable View, and select the variable you will use to collect one of the fields: 
 

 
 
In the property Input File, enter the same name you gave the field within the QWRS232Setup 
screen. In our example, we called the field ‘Weight’ so we append an underscore ‘_’ and a 
sample number ‘1’ followed by a file extension of ‘.io’ giving ‘Weight_1.io’ 
 
In our example, we specified that we could have a maximum of 3 samples, so we would also 
change the variables Weight_Lane_2 and Weight_Lane_3 to have Input Files called: 
Weight_2.io  and  Weight_3.io  respectively.  If you had multiple fields defined in 
QWRS232Setup, then you would follow the same scenario.  Now save your Quality Window 
application and exit QWSetup.   
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Run Quality Window, and open your application.  
 
Click on the Add button to add a new record, and you should see the following screen: 

 

 
 
Notice that every time you press the Space button (or the ‘Print’ key on the device), the 
current value from the device is transmitted to this screen. For each value collected, you can 
either click on the Checkmark to accept the entry, or click on the X to cancel the entry and 
recapture it.  Had we selected Auto Accept in QWRS232Setup, each received entry would 
have been automatically accepted (assuming the value falls within the valid Min/Max range 
specified). After accepting all values, click on the OK button to commit the entries and return 
back to Quality Window’s Add screen. 
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As you can see above, the 3 weights were captured from the device and placed into the 
appropriate variables based on the Input File(s) specified.  The user can then complete the 
record and click on the Save button to commit the changes to the Quality Window application. 
If you did not get your expected results, check the Input File(s) specified to make sure you did 
not make a mistake.  Also check each of the variable’s Length and Decimals properties to 
make sure there is no truncation of the values affecting the results. 
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Using Scripting for QWRS232 
Another method to capture RS232 data into Quality Window is to make use of Scripting.  In 
QWRS232Setup, once you have a completed configuration file, you can then issue an  
‘Edit | Generate Script’ command from the menu and you will see the following screen displayed: 
 

  
Highlight the entire script, copy the text to the clipboard, and then open the script associated with 
your Quality Window application. Note, if your application is called Monitor.qwt then you would 
open/create a file called Monitor.qwx 
 
Paste the script into this file. Note the lines such as: 
 
 ‘QWfile.Value(10) = .Value(1,1) 
 
Remove the apostrophe in front of the statement and then replace QWfile.Value(10) with the QW 
variable that will store the first sample. The statement .Value(1,1) means to use the data from the first 
field and the first sample   ie   .Value(FieldNo, SampleNo) 
Repeat for all fields and all samples required. 
 
Our example would look like this: 
 

QWfile.Value(7) = .Value(1,1)  ‘Weight Lane 1 
QWfile.Value(8) = .Value(1,2)  ‘Weight Lane 2 
QWfile.Value(9) = .Value(1,3)  ‘Weight Lane 3 

 
When using scripting, you do not have to specify any Input Files for your fields, nor do you want to 
specify the Batch File to Execute as we will be doing this directly from the script.  Save your script, 
make any changes in QWSetup to your application as required, and then run Quality Window and Add 
your record.  The results should be identical to using the previous QWRS232 example.  With scripting, 
you can also add your own custom validation or even modify the results of the data, such as 
subtracting a Tare value from each of your weights, or converting values from Grams to Kilograms. You 
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can also define the entire communication string as a single field and then do your own sub-parsing into 
your fields as required, giving you the ultimate in flexibility. 
 
Another advantage to using scripting is in a case where you might have more than one device you 
would like to communicate with and capture data from. For example, let’s say your computer was 
connected to both a weight scale and a torque meter and you wanted the operator to collect 1 weight 
followed by 1 torque, you could use a script similar to this, which would first prompt the operator for 
the device, and then collect a value from that particular device.  The following script would accomplish 
this task: 

 
Note: More information on scripting in Quality Window can be found in the document QWTool.pdf 
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Option Explicit 
 
Function QW_BeforeDisplay(QWFunction) 
   Select Case QWFunction 
          Case "A" 'Add Record 
               Dim oMenu 
               Set oMenu = CreateObject("QWTool.Men u") 
               oMenu.Caption = "Select a Function" 
               oMenu.AddItem "1. Get Scale Value" 
               oMenu.AddItem "2. Get Torque Value" 
               oMenu.AddItem "3. Exit" 
               Do 
                  oMenu.Display 
                  Select Case oMenu.Selection 
                         Case 1 : GetWeight 
                         Case 2 : GetTorque 
                  End Select 
               Loop Until (oMenu.Selection = 0) Or (oMenu.Selection = 3) 
   End Select 
End FUnction 
 
Sub GetWeight 
   Dim RS232 
   Set RS232 = CreateObject("QWtool.RS232") 
   With RS232 
      .Device = "OHAUS Scale" 
      .Port = 1 
      .PortSettings = "2400,N,7,1" 
      .Timeout = 0.2 
      .InitString = "" 
      .SendString = "SA$0D" 
      .ResetString = "" 
      .AutoSend = False 
      .AutoAccept = False 
      .MinSamples = 0 
      .MaxSamples = 1 
      .DebugWindow = True 
      .Fields.Add "Weight", "N", "", 0, 7, 6, False  
      .Notes = "Place weight on scale and press Sen d" 
      .Display 
      If .Cancel = False Then 
         QWfile.Value(3) = .Value(1,1) 
      End If 
   End With 
   Set RS232 = Nothing 
End Sub 
 
Sub GetTorque 
   Dim RS232 
   Set RS232 = CreateObject("QWtool.RS232") 
   With RS232 
      .Device = "Imada Torque" 
      .Port = 2 
      .PortSettings = "9600,N,8,1" 
      .Timeout = 0.2 
      .InitString = "" 
      .SendString = "P$0D$0A" 
      .ResetString = "" 
      .AutoSend = False 
      .AutoAccept = False 
      .MinSamples = 0 
      .MaxSamples = 1 
      .DebugWindow = True 
      .Fields.Add "Weight", "N", "", 0, 1, 5, False  
      .Notes = "Press Send on Torque" 
      .Display 
      If .Cancel = False Then 
         QWfile.Value(4) = .Value(1,1) 
      End If 
   End With 
   Set RS232 = Nothing 
End Sub  
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More Information 
 

More information on Quality Window and its associated features can be found on the 
Busitech website www. busitech.com.  
 
Alternatively, you can contact the Busitech support team at 613-938-0900 or by e-mail to 
support@busitech.com.  


